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Distinguished Service Award Recipients

2021
Andrew Hotz Family
lllusk S. King ’96
Kevin W. Krieger ’96
David A. Lannon ’73
Asha Jorg Mansanillo ’48
Maria E. McCabe ’73

2020
Thomas A. Beaton ’73
Leslie C. Cullen ’53
Susan Goodville Stimson ’59
Kent A. Strong ’39
Cherry and Frank Yang, parents

2019
Robert C. Barber ’86
David T. Cohn ’92
Mirta Massa Carr Dvain ’91
Bridget M. & Donald N. Panettier, parents
Stephen H. Pracek ’91

2018
Leslie & Howard Appleby, parents
Christopher S. Auguste ’76
Max King ’96
Karen L. Hampstead Killik ’90
Ruth Susan Weimer ’96

2016
Lunessa L. & Maria G. Curtis, parents
Charles E. Dean ’79
Reji R. Hams ’84
Leslie K. Hendrix ’73
Nikki M. M. ’94

2015
Douglas O. Adno ’70
Max Concen Brashower ’62
Kate Sides Fisher ’59
Louis W. & Thomas H. Rauh, parents
Mimi W. Yan Tschersin ’79

2013
Henry K. Cho ’93
Susan Utz Daneshk ’78
John C. Kane Jr. ’63
Kari J. & Michael Schneidier ’70
Constantine Wright & David Smith, parents
Yichen Zhang ’92

2012
Roderick Haswell Allen ’96
Allford A. Blau Jr. ’93
Peter T. Heider, MD ’73
Ryung-Pyo Kim ’79
Judith P. & Thomas J. Kidd ’96

2011
Elizabeth A. Bii Reiser ’76
Robert J. Campbell ’96
Travis Buchalter Matterns ’92
George E.K. Bubel ’51
Sandia L. & Michael L. Terry, parents
Parents of Students of
Phillips Academy (PSPA)

2010
Maryann Wilkins King ’75 &
Richard B. King ’75, parents
John B. Lighthipe ’99
Joseph C. Moxon ’53
David A. Olema ’70
Susan Waterous Wagg ’54

2009
Jane H. Christos ’58
Elisabeth A. Delauria ’96
Jennifer A. & Robert M. Grunbeck, parents
William C. Scott III ’72
A.C. “Tom” Shoop ’53

2008
Thomas J. Keeth ’50
Bryan G. Miller ’66
Robert & Georgie Reckner, parents
Brad W. Thomas Jr. ’94
Lacy L. Thompson ’66
Eric B. Wraith ’94

2007
William S. Beilacher ’71
Melanie Elias Davis ’96
Joan L. & Eugenio D. Hill, parents
Thomas H. Lawrence ’71
Maurice R. Webster ’66

2006
Nancy Donnelly Blue ’94
Philip J. Brown ’54
William H. Murrey ’44
Douglas D. Parakh J.’91
Katherine U. Tallevius, MD &
Ronald W. Tallevius, MD, parents

2005
Betty M. &
Richard D. Lindley ’95
Barry C. Philp ’90
Tamara Elliott Rogers ’70
Deborah Williams Troemner ’90
David J. Winton II ’71

2004
David A. Cuthbert ’83
Patrick A. Cuthbert ’94
Robert J. Cuthbert ’94
Marshall T. Cynkin ’94
Rodney L. Goldstein ’70
Mary Lee Miller Hart ’77
Allied K. McMillan ’50

2003
David E. Gile ’65
Stephen V.R. Goodhue ’47
Kuni S. & Michael Schmertzler ’70
Richard B. King ’75,
Marjorie Wellin King ’75 &
Stephen V.R. Goodhue ’47

2002
Jennifer A. & Robert M. Grunbeck, parents
Robert C. Barber ’86
Richard J. Phelps ’94

2001
Martin Bogen ’46
Artie L. Cho ’76
William J. & Margaret W. Constantine, parents
Audrey Taylor MacLean ’53
J. Read Murphy ’38

2000
Nathaniel M. Carrell Jr. ’93
Catherine Hall-Dunnell ’51
Anthony & Sonya Lewis, parents
Peter S. McKelgan, parents
Richard J. Phelps ’94

1999
Albion Academy Association
Peter Grant ’90
James D. Mack ’79
Alison K. Pack ’88
John L. Thorsmarine ’82

1998
Philip M. Drake ’93
Gary L. Lee ’74
Joseph W. McCreary Jr. ’93
Donald L. Shapiro ’73
Sandra A. Uno ’70

1997
Thomas K. Armes Jr. ’78
Julie Schofield Redlich ’83
Elizabeth Parker Chapin
Maryann Wilkins King ’75, parents
John H. Wersl N. ’37

1996
Philip D. Clark III ’54
Andrew J. Combe ’60
Lois Marnay Langlois ’82
Nancy S. & Robert C. Milos Jr., parents
Roger E. Murray ’62

1995
Jama E. Redman, parents
William J. & Margaret W. Constantine, parents
A.C. “Tom” Shoop ’53

1994
Thom Starren ’93
Lance F. Combs, parents
Paul E. Gallagher ’64
Margaret M. Rider N. ’72
Derrick A. Wallace Jr. ’70

Past Distinguished Service Award Recipients

2022 Recipients
David C. Brown ’95
Samuel C. Butler Jr. ’72, P’03, ’09
Amy Muller Christodoulou ’98
Michael E. Marquis ’81, P’12, ’14
Connie Wei Yang & Paul C. Yang P’20, ’22

Luncheon
Saturday, October 1, 2022
12:30 p.m.
In the tent behind the Andover Inn

Honorng
2022 Recipients

Distinguished Service Awards

Phillips Academy
ANDOVER
The Distinguished Service Award is presented annually by decision of the Academy Resources Trustee Committee to volunteers whose services to Andover have been distinguished by commitment, uniqueness, and effectiveness. Their efforts on behalf of their school provide an inspiring example for all Andover volunteers.

David C. Brown ’95

David Brown has been a valuable advisor on various forms of engagement that span class, regional, and affinity-based programming. David’s volunteerism began as a member of his Fifth Reunion planning committee. Since then, he has served as reunion chair several times and, to the Academy’s great benefit, his volunteer roles have expanded. From 2010 to 2018, David served on the Alumni Council. His tenure included time as co-chair of the Equity and Inclusion Committee and council vice president (2015–2018), where he chaired the Governance and Nominating Committees. He was instrumental in developing and launching the “Dickie” program to welcome new council members, named for the late Meredith “Dickie” Thiras, who greeted George Washington Hall’s visitors for 54 years.

In 2016, when the Office of Alumni Engagement kicked off planning for the 50th anniversary of AF-Lat-Am, David was one of their first calls. In the 18 months leading up to the historic reunion in spring 2018, David was an important voice and advisor and offered opening remarks to the hundreds of alumni gathered. Over the years, David has lent his support to the Office of Community and Multicultural Development (CAMD) and their programming, including The Brotherhood, a campus group that fosters close connections between male Black and Latino students.

David has been an alumni admission representative since 2013 and a class agent since 2019. He was also a member of the Andover Anti-Racism Task Force.

Amy Mueller Christodoulou ’98

A member of the Andover Development Board (ADB) since 2017, Amy Christodoulou currently serves as ADB co-chair in partnership with Michael Marrus ’81, P’12, ’14. Since taking on this important leadership role, she has been an available and tireless volunteer, doing much of her work from her kitchen table in San Francisco but also frequently traveling to campus—and even New York—on behalf of ADB. Due in large part to Amy’s creativity and enthusiasm around programming and continuous enhancement of the ADB member experience, membership participation has increased and the ADB is now reaching and engaging more alumnae and alumni of color, as well as a younger cohort.

The ADB is a key partner in the fundraising efforts of the Knowledge & Goodness campaign and, thanks to Amy and Michael, giving by ADB members has increased. In the midst of pandemic challenges, both Amy and Michael graciously agreed to extend their terms as co-chairs. Amy has motivated other donors by sharing the inspiration of her own philanthropy as well as explaining the tax benefits that allowed her to make a larger commitment to the Academy through gift stock. Amy also serves on the Knowledge & Goodness Regional Campaign Committee for the West Coast. She and her husband, Peter ’98, have hosted several Knowledge & Goodness campaign events in San Francisco.

Michael E. Marrus ’81, P’12, ’14

Michael Marrus was a clear choice as a partner to re-imagine and relaunch the Andover Development Board. Both due to his broad range of experience as an Academy volunteer, Michael’s current role as ADB co-chair began in 2017.

The current co-row’s activities have extended the trustees’ and council vice president (2015–2018), where he served as a member of the Alumni Council from

Connie Wei Yang & Paul C. Yang P’20, ’22

Paul Yang and his wife Connie Yang served for three years as Parent Advancement Council (PAC) regional co-chairs for Asia, beginning in fall 2019. Their dedication and encouragement have inspired countless others in their volunteerism and support of Andover. When the couple was unable to travel.

Together, he and co-chair Amy Mueller Christodoulou ’98 have revitalized the board and tallied some impressive results.

A longtime alumni admission representative (AAR), Michael helped initiate the successful annual day of interviewing in New York City, during which dozens of AARs interview hundreds of Andover applicants. He has also been an active leader and participant in advancement efforts in New York, from campaign conversations to the much-anticipated annual holiday event.

Michael has modeled both time and treasure in support of the work that is done across the Office of Academy Resources; his two children, Samantha ’12 and Jake ’14, are active volunteers and supporters of Andover just like their dad. His nearly three decades of volunteerism also include 16 years as class co-agent, eight years as class head agent, 15 previous years as a member of the Alumni Council and its Executive Committee, and multiple years on the Class of 1981’s Reunion Gift Committee. He was also special gift vice chair for Campaign Andover and served on the trustee’s Academy Resources Committee.

Throughout the Knowledge & Goodness campaign, the recent head of school transition, and the pandemic, Michael has been a trusted advisor to the Office of Academy Resources.

Samuel C. Butler Jr. ’72, P’03, ’09

A dedicated and thoughtful volunteer with a never-ending trove of Andover stories, Sam Butler has held a wide variety of key volunteer roles since 1990. Head class agent since 2014 (also 1991–2004), he was recently a tenacious member of his 50th Reunion planning committee. For this reunion, Sam championed the considerate idea to include the classes of 1970 and 1971 in 1972’s 50th Reunion weekend, ensured that Abbot alumnae were active reunion planning partners, and helped re-engage many classmates and friends. Sam was also a leader in cross-class fundraising for the new music building.

In the fall of 2013 and a class agent since 2019. He was also a member of the Office of Community and Multicultural Development and advisor and offered opening remarks to the hundreds of Andover applicants. He has also been an active leader and participant in advancement efforts in New York, from campaign conversations to the much-anticipated annual holiday event.

Michael has been a thoughtful, dependable leader and advocate for our international families and have fostered friendships among families and the Academy. Their kind hospitality ranges from hosting dinners and welcome events in Asia to convening an evening for families in Boston when Andover leadership was unable to travel.

Connie and Paul worked in tandem to ensure 100 percent attendance and engagement at co-chair meetings. Their commitment and insightful counsel improved the effectiveness of our work and that of the PAC program.

Generous leadership donors, the couple has made a steadfast impact on the Parent Fund and Andover’s scholastic program, strengthening PA in the everyday and for generations to come.